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Woodbridge’s Annual Auction will be on September 21st!

This is a chance to buy and sell motorcycles, dirt bikes, ATV’s, scooters, watercraft, boats, trailers,
mowers, and more. You can find a good starter bike, project bike, or possibly even a collector bike.

(703) 497-1500 For More Information

10a - 5p • 14105 Telegraph Rd Woodbridge, VA 22192 • Professional auctioneer

CALL NOW (207) 573 - RIDE (7433)

SEPTEMBER 19TH 4-7PM • GROUP RIDES LEAVE AT 8 PM • WEATHER PERMITTING!
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A community of hope and support starts with your vehicle.
Kidney disease affects thousands of families every day.
It’s a constant fight for normalcy and requires a strong
support-system. Your vehicle has the power to provide
longevity for someone in need and further the National
Kidney Foundation's efforts to be a source of guidance and
comfort – a community of hope – for all kidney patients.
This holiday season, donate your vehicle or make
a general contribution to change a life!
kidney.org/support/kidneycars

© 2018 Insurance Auto Auctions, Inc. All rights reserved. The content and images included in this publication may not be
reproduced or used in any manner without the express written permission of Insurance Auto Auctions, Inc.
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Guest Contributor • Clive Denby • Telford, UK
In Botswana With An Ageing Honda 1100 Goldwing
The mid 1990s saw me in Botswana, where I taught geography and biology for close on 5 years, I
bought the Goldwing hoping for numerous trips out to view wildlife, especially birds, my life passion.
That was not to be as most of the wildlife has been compressed into the N.W. corner of the country
(the Okavango Delta region). If your main interest is cows then Botswana is for you. So, most of my
Goldwing ‘adventures’ were restricted to local pootling around with the very rare longer tours such as
up to Zimbabwe.
My bike was what would be termed a ‘pluviophobe’ were there such a word - it had a huge hatred of
rain. The horizontal pots projecting out had the spark plugs seated into deep wells - very deep wells.
During the rainy season, every time I ventured out a sudden heavy downpour would fill these wells,
almost totally submerging the plugs. Of course, the bike spluttered to a halt within minutes. I soon
got used to dealing with this, rather by cure than by prevention. I used to carry around several rolls of
toilet tissue to soak up the water and dry off the plugs and leads. Oft times I could be spotted standing
ankle-deep in spent loo paper as I waited before starting the bike (no I am not a litter bug…I picked
it all up). After months of this total acceptance on my part, an informed colleague asked why the
bike didn’t have rubber seals to protect the plugs. I made enquiries and a quick visit to South Africa
remedied the problem.
Cattle were attracted to the roadside verges as that’s where the
grass was more lush due to water pooling along the edge of the
camber. I was informed that well over half of all vehicle accidents
in Botswana were caused by people hitting cows. In a car you have
a chance but on a bike? The Goldwing weighs in at 310kg. One
dark night I was returning on my own on the bike from a session of
pool playing. I miscalculated my speed in relation to an upcoming
roundabout and landed quite neatly in the centre of it, the bike pinning me down across one leg. After
checking for anything broken (mostly me at that time) I got myself free. The fairing had come clean
off and the screen had split into two. There was no way I could leave the bike there and so managed
to get it upright (one hernia later) and pushed it nearly 2km to the school where I was teaching and
living at. Two days later |I saw that the rear number plate had also been torn off. This worried me as
my half-traverse of the roundabout had ripped out some recently planted bushes and a substantial
road-sign. With my number plate it would not be a challenge to find out who had committed this act of
vandalism. Nothing happened.
The two side panniers, which were not the originals, had a habit of popping open on occasion. When
I remembered, I tied string around to prevent this irritating incursion in my life. On one earlier stringless occasion I arrived at my destination some way up country from the capital Gaborone, to see my
pannier lid flapping in the breeze. The pannier was empty of course. So, some lucky soul had inherited
my underwear, socks, jumper and my Field Guide to the Birds of Southern Africa. T’was good fortune
indeed that my binoculars and camera were in the other side-box.
In Botswana, unlike in my biking days in Ethiopia, crash helmets were compulsory. One night a
friend turned up and insisted we go for a beer. Needing no persuasion of course we prepared to set
off. At that time, I had only the one helmet and told Richard we could not go on the bike. “Nonsense”
said he without hesitation as he plucked a metal vegetable colander from my kitchen wall rack. It
fitted perfectly and with the aid of a shoelace was secured on his head. It did the job and even caused
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some mirth up the pub. And no, I did not put
the cat on the saddle. I was photographing the
freshly polished bike as part of a school yearbook
competition. Puss even posed herself for the
camera!
Clive Denby						

Ride your bike on the Right Tracks !
It’s Safer and More FUN than you can imagine !
Advanced Rider Training ! Improve your skills with
hours of instruction and quality track time !
From street rider to racer, our programs and friendly
coaches will teach you how to handle the curves !
We proudly conduct our track days and schools
at Summit Point Motorsports Park in WV
and NCBIKE in Garysburg NC!

Learn to be a racer ! Take our Road Racing School !
Accredited by CCS, WERA, AHRMA

Have FUN !
Learn to Ride Smooth, Safe and Fast !

DELMARVA
BIKE
WEEK
SEPTEMBER
12TH-15TH 2019
VISIT
https://delmarvabikeweek.
com
FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION

photo by Tom O’Connor
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Summit Point Raceway ! ! ! ! !

July 20
July 21

Sat
Sun

NCBIKE, Garysburg, NC
NCBIKE

August 4
August 5
September 7
September 8

Sun Jefferson Circuit
Mon Summit Point Raceway
Sat
Sun

Summit Point Raceway
Summit Point Raceway

September 29 Sun Jefferson Circuit
September 30 Mon Summit Point Raceway

Go to MotorcycleXcitement.com
Roger Lyle 301-933-2599
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ROLLING PHYSICS PROBLEM

Tall Corn And The Double Yellow Line
By Greg Shamieh
I’ve been riding a lot of miles lately.
They’ve been commuting miles. Hot miles. Congested miles. Extended miles at speed that are more
focused on the destination than the journey. I’m seeing city streets with pavement irregularities
that stress the suspension, that put waves in alloy wheels, that allow one to imagine watching
the pavement sliding past one’s full face helmet eye port. I’ve been seeing my fair share of violent
afternoon thunderstorms. Given my choice between riding in the rain and riding at 98 degrees, I’ll
choose riding in the rain every time. I’ve been wearing out and replacing tires – wearing out and
replacing brake pads. I’ve worked hard to convince myself that I’m not riding these miles because I
must, but because riding anywhere is something I enjoy. And some days that works, too. Other days
though, not so much.
On days when it is hot enough, and congested enough, and open pavement is just far enough away,
riding a motorcycle for the pure jazz of it can seem like a distant memory hanging just out of reach.
The other evening, my daughter, who lives nearby, asked me to run a small object over to her
house. I rolled my R90S to the door of the garage, checked tires, checked oil, and turned the fuel
petcocks on with that lovely, well-defined Teutonic ‘click’. Trading my ride-to-work Roadcrafter suit
for a perforated leather jacket, I dropped the enrichener lever, and thumbed the big twin to noisy,
rumbling life.
After about 3000 uninterrupted, 800 plus pound KBike miles, 460 pounds of narrow, air cooled
classic twin seemed like just enough to maybe rekindle the fire of riding just for fun.
Running up through Jefferson, the warm air moving through the perforated leather of my jacket
felt as good as anything can with clothes on. With some heat coming into the bike’s heads and its
long alloy intact tracts, the thrust resulting from even small amounts of throttle was nothing short of
thrilling. Where my 4 cylinder is smooth, refined, the R90S is rude, crude, obnoxious. Could anything
be better?
My daughter met me at her front door – I didn’t even need to dismount or kill the engine. So on
a warm summer evening, seated on a classic bike, and leathered up with nothing better to do, I’m
betting you wouldn’t have headed back home. I know I sure didn’t.
Running up Holter Road into the heart of The Valley, the big boxer settled in just above 4000 rpm in
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- CONTINUED fourth gear – there wasn’t enough room hereabouts to spend any time in top, and with the entire
frame ringing like an anvil with every power stroke and instant power available when the Del’Orto
accelerator pump carburetor’s slides rose even a little, my prior focus on the destination was utterly
replaced with the absolute jazz of being immersed entirely in the now.
I found myself looking for twistier routes with tighter corners. Cutting the mass of one’s motorcycle
in half does have a way of making the physics of deep lean angles seem more sustainable, and the
ease with which the S would enter corners late and rip to the apex was enjoyable in the extreme. On
the tighter stuff I’d be downshifting into third gear, engine braking – exhaust burbling all the way -- to
that sighting point before the apex, and then rolling the throttle open, preloading the shifter to make
that big ‘thonk’ into fourth, and then going off on the hunt to find another one.
Fortunately, in the Valley, the hunt for corners is neither long nor difficult. I worked the switchbacks
up the mountain on Cherry Lane, and back down again on Deer Spring Road. Coming though the
farms on Bussard Road, though, the emergence of the summer corn had transformed the riding
landscape entirely. Instead of the busy prior scenery of barns, trailer homes, parked tractors and
other noisy colored background, the entire riding universe had gone a uniform medium green.
The summer corn in The Valley is about five or so feet high now, and the crop is dense enough that
the view over my moto’s bubble is just this green tunnel and the double yellow line on the macadam.
The corn takes the background, it takes the landscape, it obscures the topography, it even seems to
slow down time – there is only this motorcycle and that double yellow line.

Riding that big wave of boxer-motored torque on a corner exit in that pure green place just seems to
crystallize every joyous moment I’ve ever had riding a motorcycle.
And carrying that feeling around in my heart and in my helmet feels like it will sustain me through a
lot of harder miles riding in and out of The City. Greg.
Greg Shamieh is a lifelong motorcycle enthusiast, writer and historian who lives in the Two wheeled Haven of
Maryland’s Middletown Valley. He rides for daily transportation, sport, travel, meditation, inspiration and illumination.
His works also appear on the web at rollingphysicsproblem.wordpress.com
Greg welcomes your comments.
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Why We Motorcyclists Should Not Want Virginia to Change the Definition of a Salvage Vehicle
August 3, 2019
The Chairmen of the Senate and House Transportation Committees requested that a committee
be formed over the summer to look at the proposed change to Virginia law as it pertains to the
definition of a salvage vehicle. For those of you who followed last year’s session, you will recall
that there were two identical bills, Senate Bill 1364 and House Bill 1780, that would have changed
the definition of a salvage vehicle by removing the requirement that the vehicle be a late model
vehicle. A late model vehicle is a vehicle of the current year, or previous five years. Susan Gaston
and I have been representing the Virginia Coalition of Motorcyclists (VCOM) on the committee. We
have been clear in our stance that VCOM opposes these bills as they would have an adverse effect on
the ability to rebuild a totaled motorcycle and put it back on the road with a clean title. Many times,
older motorcycles are totaled due to cosmetic damage only; this is because of the lower value of
many motorcycles as compared to cars. Under the proposed change in law, such motorcycles would
become salvage vehicles, where currently that would not necessarily be the case.
By way of example, consider this situation. Mandy has been riding her trusty 1992 Honda
Nighthawk that she bought when she first started riding. She has bought newer and larger bikes
but can’t part with her Hawk. She loves it. On the way home from the annual VCOM legislative
Roundtable (which this year will be held in
Richmond, Virginia on October 6th at 1:00 pm
– venue to be determined) the driver of an SUV,
who was checking updates on Facebook, cuts
Mandy off, forcing her to take evasive action
which causes the bike to go down. Both Mandy
and the bike have some scuffs and scrapes but
are otherwise fine. However, because her bike is
only worth a couple of grand, the cost to repair
the bike exceeds the threshold to declare it a
total loss. Under current law, Mandy can simply
accept the value of the motorcycle from the
insurance company, less the salvage value, and
keep the bike. She can then make the necessary
repairs, if any, to get her trusty scoot back on the
Dedicated to protecting the
rights of injured motorcyclists.
road. Under the proposed change in the law she
We ride so we understand.
could not. The motorcycle would have to carry
If you’ve been injured, call
a salvage title, which can affect the ability to
the Motorcycle Law Group.
insure the vehicle, and the ability to put that bike
back on the road.
1-800-321-8968
While it appears that the tide has turned
www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com
strongly against making a change to the law,
Licensed in Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Georgia.
the committee has not yet made any formal
recommendations. We expect that at the
SM
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Salvage Title Continued
conclusion of our work, there will not be an
endorsement to make a change to the law.
That does not mean that there will not be
similar legislation next year. The company
urging a change in the law describes itself as
a “provider of recycled original equipment
(OE) auto parts for cars and light-duty trucks
requiring collision or mechanical repair.” In
other words, they have a financial interest in
creating more salvage vehicles. As such, it
would not be surprising to see this bill again
next year regardless of the decision made by
the committee. VCOM was created to protect
the rider, and we believe that the proposed
change to the law would be detrimental to
the Virginia rider. For that reason, VCOM will
continue to oppose it.
As usual, if you have any questions or
comments concerning this matter, or any
other matters affecting motorcycling, please
do not hesitate to contact me. In the
meantime, ride safe and ride free.

Motorcycle

Safety Classes
Carroll Community College offers

3 Motorcycle Safety Courses
to meet your needs:
• Basic Rider Course & Licensure
(MDOT MVA approved)
• Basic Rider Course 2 – License Waiver
(MDOT MVA approved)
• ProRider Advanced Motorcycle Skills Training

REGISTER NOW FOR THE 2019 SEASON
Classes are offered April – October
For information, requirements and to register:
www.carrollcc.edu/motorcycle | 410-386-8100

104-04-19-0419 APE

Matt Danielson
McGrath, Danielson, Sorrell & Fuller
The Motorcycle Law Group
1-800-321-8968
Motorcyclelawgroup.com
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Downtown York, Pa to Host 25th Annual Bike Night
Harley-Davidson Motor Co. and The City of York will present the 25th annual York Bike Night on Saturday,
September 21, 2019, from 4 to 10 p.m. in and around Continental Square in downtown York. The street party
features a motorcycle parade, food and merchandise vendors, live entertainment, and informational exhibits.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Pets and bicycles are prohibited within York City Special Event areas, and York City Police
will be enforcing the ordinance.
Parade participants will leave the York Expo Center at 5 p.m., traveling east on Market Street to Broad Street,
and then travel back to the Continental Square area. Anyone wishing to ride in the parade should arrive
at the York Expo Center between 3 and 4:30 p.m. (please enter using the Highland Avenue gate). No preregistration is required and all makes and models are welcome. Local Corn will be performing at the Expo
Center during the parade staging.
Lilya Kunce will sing the National Anthem at Continental Square at 5 p.m. Music is planned at multiple
locations with performers including Dave Bray, Local Corn, Kurt Benit, Front Porch Rockers, and Shane Speal
& The Snakes. Krystal Younglove the Indestructible Lady will be roaming the area throughout the evening,
and free face painting and balloon twists will be available in the first block of West Market Street from 4 to 8
p.m. CBS21’s Michael Gorsegner will serve as Master of Ceremonies.
NEW for 2019: A free screening of Easy Rider will be shown inside the Capitol Theatre at 7 p.m. in celebration
of the movie’s release 50 years ago. Facebook invitation for free screening of Easy Rider on September 21:
https://www.facebook.com/events/440013109932609/
Be sure to check out the new 2020 Harley-Davidson motorcycles on display at Continental Square
immediately following the parade. You can also purchase this year’s souvenir t-shirt and pin at the
merchandise trailer on the NE corner of Continental Square.
Returning to Bike Night this year, PennDOT’s Live Free Ride Alive display will be set up in the first block of
South George Street. www.LiveFreeRideAlive.com
For more details about Bike Night and important street closings and parking information, or to download
this year’s event brochure, please visit www.yorkcity.org/bikenight or call 717-849-2217. You can also receive
updates at www.facebook.com/YorkCitySpecialEvents or by following @YorkCityEvents on Twitter. The event
hashtag is #BikeNightYork.
This event is held in conjunction with York Bike Week. For information on events happening around the
area Wednesday through Sunday, including a concert at the Expo Center Friday night, please visit www.
YorkBikeWeek.com.
General Bike Night website (downtown York events on September 21):
www.yorkcity.org/bikenight
Bike Week York website (with info on events happening around the area Wednesday through Sunday):
www.YorkBikeWeek.com
Facebook invitation for Bike Night:
https://www.facebook.com/events/340699073444401/
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2020 Harley Davidson LiveWire
Motorcycle Times Ride Review
By Mark McGhee

It all began innocently enough. I had received the usual email invitation to a public
showing of a new model of motorcycle. In this case it was for the 2020 Harley Davidson
LiveWire. By now you’ve read about it in other articles and news items; including here in
our magazine or our website or our social pages. In this business there is practically no
way anyone will be first with breaking news. Information now travels literally at the speed of
light these days through fiber optic networks, or at least it travels at the speed of electricity
because that is what powers it along. If you’re set up properly you can just push a button
and simultaneously feed all these outlets as well as any persons or businesses you wish to
include. It’s lightening fast or faster in some cases and you just push a button.
So there I was talking to the engineer who designed the wiring harness and various
modules and switches for the Livewire and he asked me to Push The Button. Just like that.
At the end of a sentence. Would you Push The Button? Of course I would and I did!
Secretly I had hoped to be enveloped in some sort of field that would create armor and
a heads up display helmet as I was whisked into some other dimension where everything
else seemed to be in Slow Motion...but no, not today. In fact, pretty much nothing at all
happened. And truthfully, that is how it should be. It was calm and the screen lit up with
a Harley logo and in just a few seconds the bike was ready to ride after it had silently
- completely silently - finished it’s roster of self checks and readiness items. In itself, I
considered this to be quite an advancement over some other bikes out there. One “regular”
new model motorcycle I rode last year took almost 12 seconds to boot through it’s routines.
When your riding buddies are just hopping on and taking off 12 seconds is an eternity. Try it
sometime. From the moment the first key hits the ignition, just start slowly counting elephants
until you get to twelve then take off.
In part, the Harley LiveWire is ready quicker due to the on board H-D Connect system.
The bike comes with an electronic key fob and it’s “always looking for that signature within
a small radius” so as you approach your bike it recognizes the signature and begins getting
ready for you to Push The Button. Just a simple and elegant
method. I asked if he could demonstrate the difference and
it was just under 10 seconds in demo mode, less than half
that with the remote sensing. It’s not instant but for the tech
available today I call it perfect. It’s ready by the time you walk
up and get your helmet and gloves on, even if you hurry. Try
putting your helmet and gloves on in 5 seconds.
So, now I’m actually sitting on a LiveWire (no pun
intended) which is bolted to a dyno for ride demonstrations!
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- continued - 2020 LiveWire -

As I straddled the bike and Pushed The Button I now knew what things would happen
and why. I also knew I was finally going to twist that throttle which unexpectedly caused me
some few small moments of concern even though the bike was bolted down quite firmly; not
just strapped to the dyno.
I know electric motors are capable of going from no output to full output capacity in the
few milliseconds it takes to energize the armature. Potentially, this motorcycle was capable
of delivering it’s claimed 105 HP and 86 ft-lb of torque the very instant and as fast as I
could twist the grip! So please forgive my moment of reasoned sanity and self preservation
because in those same few milliseconds I threw caution to the wind and twisted it. Gently.
25mph appeared, then 40, then 60. It felt exactly like riding a modern crotch rocket
repli-racer as far as throttle response. Exactly as controllable, yet also as snappy as you
want. Otherwise, it was of course exactly not like anything else I’ve ridden with 100+ HP.
There was almost no noise at all, just this tiny “zipping” sound. And it sounded pretty neat.

The seating position is decidedly sporty with high rear set pegs, a thin but comfortable
seat - at least for short commutes anyway, a beautifully executed low bar and hand controls
that all work together in harmony to deliver a confident, controllable and sporty but somehow
still comfortable position. I never felt “perched” on this bike at all, unlike some others.
Finally, it was time to take them out on the test route. Before we left I managed to
speak to the leader of the tour and explain my desire to experience throttle modulation under
a wide variety of applications. I was careful to explain my specific curiosity about the way
the bike responds to wide open throttle. He shot me a knowing look and simply nodded his
understanding. Let’s just say I was able to answer all my questions on that ride. Oh, and also
that I greatly appreciated it. It can be a lot of fun getting your answers.
So I’m on an unfamiliar 105 HP bike, in an unfamiliar city over two hours away from
home and I just asked the guy who has been leading these groups for two days to turn it up.
As we pulled out I may have looked wobbly, but I was actually testing the steering geometry,
suspension and handling while simultaneously trying to put a stop to my clutch fingers
uselessly flailing about - no lever there - while my left foot appeared to be doing an Irish
River Dance for absolutely no reason. No shifter either. - Continued next page 19

2020 LiveWire - Continued from page 17 -

Once underway everything smoothed out and I was soon able to test the Brembo
brakes. They are of course an outstanding example of what braking should be for every
motorcycle currently offered for sale. Dual 4-piston monoblock radial mount front calipers
squeeze a pair of beefy and drilled 300mm diameter by 5mm thick front discs while a single
dual-piston rear caliper squeezes on a 260mm by 5mm rear disc. High leverage master
cylinders provide excellent feel and high pressure output which is complimented by the thin
nylon or composite (?) brake lines which do not swell under pressure. The brakes are of
course first class and if you’ve never stopped with Brembo
brakes after just a few light touches with these you will wonder
how you ever rode with any other.
These outstanding brakes are further enhanced with
Harley’s ABS plus it’s Cornering Enhanced Antilock Braking
System (C-ABS) One of Harley’s press releases describes it
this way (sic) “Cornering Enhanced Antilock Braking System
(C-ABS) is a variant of ABS that takes into consideration
the lean angle of the motorcycle. The brake pressure required to limit wheel slip when
cornering is typically lower than the pressure required under straight line operation. Rearwheel Lift Mitigation utilizes the C-ABS sensors and the six-axis inertial measurement unit
(IMU) to manage rear-wheel lift during heavy braking and further balance deceleration
and rider control.” And... “Cornering Enhanced Electronic Linked Braking (C-ELB) applies
braking effort to both wheels when the rider uses either the hand lever (front) or foot pedal
(rear) brake control, which can help many riders achieve better braking performance. The
Electronically Linked Braking (ELB) system provides more responsiveness and allows for
more balanced front and rear braking under a wide variety of brake applications. The system
provides more linking when the rider is applying heavier braking and reduces or eliminates
linking for light braking and low speeds. When linked, applying the front brake lever alone
will cause the system to also dynamically apply an amount of braking to the rear. Applying
the rear brake pedal alone will cause the system to also apply an amount of braking to
the left front caliper. C-ELB takes into account the motorcycle lean angle. C-ELB will alter
the proportioning of brake pressure between the front and rear brakes when braking while
cornering in an attempt to improve the ability of the bike to maintain the rider’s intended
path.”
For clarity, Harley reminds us that ultimately it is the rider’s responsibility to maintain
control. Harley says (edited) “Available traction is determined by the road/tire interface.
The systems are only able to adjust brake pressure or powertrain torque in an attempt to
keep the forces at the tire from exceeding available grip. These technologies do not have
the ability to increase grip, or to intervene when the rider has not made a brake or throttle
application (e.g. coasting through a corner with the clutch disengaged). The rider is ultimately
responsible for speed, steering, and path corrections.
Thus I was leaned over pretty good a couple times and even though nothing was
scraping except my mental foot peg meter I applied the rear brake just enough to initiate a
little slide but the bike simply slowed down the correct amount and did not loose traction.
Naturally, I reapplied a healthy dose of throttle. It did not try to stand up or high side, although
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2020 LiveWire - Continued -

the simple laws of physics and my own experience say it should have, at least a little. I was
simply trying out the ABS while braking on a bumpy curve at speed as if someone had pulled
out in front of me and it reacted as advertised which made me pretty happy indeed. During
the drive I tried the same maneuver in combinations of lever and pedal with similar results
each time. It worked as advertised, though some riders may not even notice it, which is good
too. It needs to be unobtrusive. All it needs to do is stop the motorcycle the best way possible
and it does just that quietly, seamlessly and unobtrusively. I did not get to lock the brakes,
which may cause some antilock noise. Be sure to ask your dealer about that.
The 2020 Harley Davidson LiveWire also offers fully adjustable front and rear
suspension. Plus, the adjustments are right there where you can get right at them with
common tools. The left fork provides Pre-load adjustment. The right fork provides rebound
and compression adjustments. On the rear, a typical yet easy to access spring seat collar
sets tension, ride height and sag with the usual compression and rebound adjustments found
in the attached pod. The bike was taught but all bumps were “rounded over” and the chassis
and handling was very stable as a result. The suspension worked perfectly.

The 2020 LiveWire began in 2010 as Harley started work on the concept and developing the
technology. This concept drawing clearly shows a lightweight, rigid cast aluminum triangulated frame and swingarm incorporating swingarm/drive pulley axle pivot geometry. Placing the
pulley axle and swingarm pivot on the same plane in the chassis the steering is better isolated from torque loading/unloading with throttle changes. This enhances chassis stability.

The big block in the frame is the Revelation Motor’s battery. It’s Lithium based and can
be recharged in about an hour. It has been tested to charge 0-80% in 40 minutes or 0-100%
in 60 minutes when using the DC Fast Charge and at 100% it can go 146 miles city or 95
miles stop and go. The LiveWire motorcycle is equipped with an on-board Level 1 charger
that plugs into a standard 120-volt (or 240-volt) household outlet with a special power cord
that stores below the motorcycle seat. Level 1 RPH (range per hour) of charging time is 13
miles for each hour of charging;
- continued pg 20 21
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and the LiveWire motorcycle will get a full charge overnight with Level 1 charging. There
is actually a smaller lithium battery on board too and it runs the electronic accessories. Of
course your actual charging needs and mileage may vary due to actual conditions and driving habits. You should speak directly to a dealer and be sure you understand exactly how
and where and when to charge this motorcycle for the best results.
The LiveWire motorcycle is powered by the H-D Revelation™ permanent-magnet electric motor rated at 105 horsepower (78 kW) and producing 86 ft. lbs (116 Nm) of torque. It
can go 0 to 60mph in 3.0 seconds and 60-80mph in 1.9 seconds. I was a little amazed to
learn that the motor is water cooled and has a small radiator, but this makes sense. Electricity at work generates heat which is one of an electric motor’s sworn eternal enemies. So of
course it’s water cooled. There are also air vents in the body work for battery cooling for the
same reasons. The Revolution motor itself is positioned in line
and as low in the chassis as possible to balance the motorcycle’s center of gravity, aid maneuverability and enhance handling. And it looks cool too, sort of like a rocket!
With no transmission a 90 degree output unit is required
to align the drive with the wheel. These gears contribute to the
LiveWire’s “zipping” sound. The motor mates to the gear set
in an oil bath case and is set at 9.71:1 ratio. Belt drive connects the rear wheel and is set at
3:1 pulley ratio. Generally, motorcycles will be around 2.2 to 2.7 final drive for general use
with performance models being closer to the 3- 3.5 range or in some cases higher than that.
Overdrives for cruising may be at or under the 2.0 mark. So the LiveWire is designed at a
good sporty all around ratio.
Power regeneration is accomplished via the same drivetrain when you let off and coast
because the motor switches to generating and puts back a small amount of charge into
the sytem. You feel this as similar to engine braking or drag. Regeneration is a component
of each of the 4 riding modes, and this setting can be adjusted to suit your deceleration
preferrence. You can adjust more or less “engine” braking when you let off the “gas”. The one
I rode was just like a regular motorcycle in this regard too, also comforting and familiar.

The left grip feels naked without a clutch lever assembly. It has controls for the Traction
Control, Horn, Headlight, Turn signal, Bluetooth, Dashboard program joystick and even
Electronic Cruise Control. The right grip has the front brake master and lever assembly,
Emergency Flashers, On/Off Button, Mode Selector and Turn Signal. Both are very well
executed with hidden wiring too.There is just one flaw worthy of mention in the entire
cockpit. The mirrors were completely useless. The stems are too short and all I could see
were my sleeves no matter what. I hope Harley changes this before the actual release.
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM
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The Wrap Up - 2020 Harley Davidson Livewire

Let me just share with you that no part of this Motorcycle Times Ride Impression is
paid for by Harley Davidson nor any other entity. I simply responded to an invitation to ride
a motorcycle. I paid for my breakfast, gas, tolls, lunch and another tank of gas when I got
home. This is not a paid article. Now let’s get on to my closing thoughts.
I like this bike. It is very well thought out as it should be with almost ten years of inception, conception, design and redesign invested. Perhaps one of the most important things
about all of it is that Harley had a rideable bike after only 4 years yet rather than go ahead
and chase the dollars they took it on the road and began listening to their potential customers. Listening to your customers and talking things through with them gives you a certain
perspective. Things like being able to use the touch screen with gloves on, including Reflex
Defensive Rider Systems comprised of ABS, C-ABS, Front-Wheel Lift Mitigation and DragTorque Slip Control System. Full connectivity with 4 ride modes, and standard bluetooth
pairing to provide turn-by-turn navigation, telephone, music, hands free calling and voice
recognition. We are almost 20 years deep in the “New Millennium”, can anyone explain why
every motorcycle does not come standard with these now ordinary features? If the industry
wants to stay alive they need to appeal to the masses once again. Right now the masses
want connectivity and apps that enhance it. This bike has it. In fact it has it all. It weighs in at
549 lbs, ok, that’s a little heavy, but it has 105 HP and will do 0-60mph in 3.0 seconds flat. It
even comes standard with premium brakes and suspension. There is no more maintenance
required than any other motorcycle, maybe even less, and if you can get in on the right solar
program your “fuel” cost will be almost nothing.
I had an absolute blast riding it. It’s fast, it handles very well, it stops very well it’s actually simple to ride and it looks cool. On the cover I asked if this is the future of motorcycling.
The answer is yes, this is the future of motorcycling. It turns out there is an app for that.
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SYNC, SYNCROMESH AND SYNCRONICITY
Sometimes, things just seem to come together. They mesh not mash,
and everything runs just like it should. More often than not, that is a
rarity, but when it happens regarding one aspect of life, it is great, and
if it occurs across multiple levels of our complex modern existence,
it simply ROCKS! I had a rocking day recently; let me share it with
you, if I may?
Early morning a few Sundays ago, our daughter Sarah called to
see if we had eaten yet. She hadn’t seen us in a few days and wanted
one of our Sunday breakfasts. We try to gather from time to time for
a good old-timey southern breakfast—grits, cheese eggs, home fries, Mary’s scratch biscuits, and of
course homemade freezer jam. It is always a big treat to spend those mornings in the kitchen and at
the table enjoying the food and the companionship; it is, as they say in French, “joie de vivre,” which
translates to the joy of living. When we can get our schedules in sync, sharing that joy of everyday
living is wonderful, even if that breakfast almost always results in at least a brief episode of food
coma, followed by enough chores or yard work to burn off those excess calories. Old-timey folks
could eat like that daily since they labored harder than modern folks.
As it happened, that day I had risen earlier than usual and was possessed with a mad yearning for
waffles, so we had finished our breakfast when Sarah called. Having extra batter and eggs on hand,
though, we told her to come on over and eat with us anyway. Well, those waffles must have been better
than I thought because the following Saturday Sarah asked if we could do another waffle breakfast
the next morning; seems she had been hankering for them all week long. So Sunday we were graced
with Sarah, her goddaughter Aleysha, and our favorite puppy, Lola, for a light waffle breakfast filled
with the joie de vivre that is even sweeter when shared with giddy girls. It was a beautiful day, coolest
summer day in months, and after the girls left for their day of adventure and all the dogs were romping
in the yard, Mary and I shared a glance that means only one thing: Let’s Ride!
Having no food coma, no chores that could not wait, and a picture-perfect day, we donned our
leathers and headed out on one of our favorite short rides. Starting along the French Broad River,
we wound our way through the mountains up into Hot Springs, NC, our destination. It was all gentle
roads perfectly suited for two-up riding on a dresser. Work, chores, family plans, and alternating
wickedly hot weather and rainy days had made it a while since we took this ride together, and in the
intervening time, our favorite little lunch stop had closed. So we choose to just ride home the long
way, figuring lunch could wait. Our short ride now had evolved into our favorite loop.
We headed off from Hot Springs through the Pisgah National Forest on NC Route 209, a wonderful
twisty road that climbs up and down the mountain. Tight turns, narrow pavement, switchbacks and
all—a total blast riding solo on my Buell and a favorite of many local sport bike riders, it can be a
workout two-up on a low-slung dresser. This day, though, everything was in sync: Mary and I were in
perfect balance as we wound through the turns and ground the low-hanging bits of the bike. Each shift
of the gears worked the synchromesh to deliver the perfect torque to the tires. Up, down, round and
round we rode that mountain. All the while I kept checking the mirrors for traffic, including pursuing
sport bikes wanting to pass. Face it, even if we were burning up the road on our Road King, youth
on a high-zoot sport bike would have been dozing in our sparks. However, we simply had the road to
ourselves, an unheard-of phenomenon on such a gorgeous Sunday. I later found out that there was a
huge motorcycle ride that I had somehow managed to not hear about. Seems they had a great turnout,
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- CONTINUED but best of all they had gone southeast and we had gone northwest.
Mary and I enjoyed what will probably be the sweetest ride of this year. How do you explain the
confluence of a perfect breakfast gathering, a perfect weather day, a perfect ride, and a perfectly empty
road? Well, while it was surely joie de vivre, it also may have been synchronicity. Only the Lord
knows, but I do thank Him for days like that!
Column copyright Bill Hufnagle 2019. Recipe reprinted with permission from “Biker Billy’s
Roadhouse Cookbook”, published by The Globe Pequot Press, P.O. Box 480, Guilford, CT 06437
Copyright © 2009 by Bill Hufnagle
Pop Senn’s Macaroni and Cheese
1 rounded tablespoon salt
2 tablespoons canola oil
1 pound vermicelli noodles, broken into small pieces
1 1⁄2 pounds sharp cheddar cheese
4–6 tablespoons margarine or butter

Pop Senn’s Macaroni and Cheese

Fill a 4- to 6-quart saucepan three-quarters full of
water and bring to a boil over a high heat. Add the
salt, oil, and noodles and cook for 10 minutes, stirring
frequently. While the noodles are cooking, grate the
cheese; set aside until noodles are done. Drain water
from the noodles and return to the pot over a low heat.
Add the margarine or butter and stir until melted. Then
gradually stir in the cheese until all of it is added and
melted. Serve immediately, or it can be reheated in the
microwave later. It is also very good baked with sliced
tomato and more grated cheese on top.
Makes 4–6 servings.
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Single Cylinder Mountain Bliss
How Simplicity and Modest Strength
May Win the Day

Two Tire Tirade

By ROBERT HUNT

In today’s high-tech driven society, we see constant technological change in every aspect of our lives.
From self-driving cars, unmanned delivery drones, and mobile cellular technology. We have become
indentured servants to a digital lifestyle. We have seen similar changes in technology in our motorcycling
environment with many advances which makes our two-wheeled sport safer, faster, and more fuel efficient.
These advances in technology are appreciated by many and further development will be eagerly anticipated
in the future. One cannot dispute the benefit of such progression of technology in our motorcycling
community. Unfortunately, such advances come at a higher overall cost in becoming a motorcycle owner
which is cost prohibitive for first time buyers. Look at motorcycle sales in the United States since its peak in
2006. Sales are substantially down, and increased costs are at least partially to blame. Price is always going
to play a pivotal role in ownership of any tangible product, the lower the expense, the more individuals who
will be able to afford the product. It even goes deeper than that; motorcycles in general have become more
complicated to work on then their function dictates. How many new motorcyclists can do basic wrenching on
a new moderate priced motorcycle? Along with the technological advances comes with it added expertise
needed to effectively be able to service these advanced machines. Edger Dijkstra once said, “Simplicity is
a prerequisite for reliability.” In the past, part of the advantage of riding a motorcycle was the ease of life
that went along with riding a motorbike. Motorcycles were a less expensive alternative to the automobile
and were, for the most part, relatively easy to maintain and to repair without needing a specified motorcycle
mechanic. New riders were drawn to the freedom associated with motorcycling and would eventually
purchase a cycle of their own. This sense of freedom and independence helped grow our motorcycling
community. With today’s increased cost to purchase a new motorcycle and elevated expense to properly
maintain these machines, the freedom and independence we have once experienced has been partially
degraded by fiscal servitude.
Millennials and many other segments of our society have waged war against debt. Individuals and families
are yearning to be fiscally responsible and are trying to find ways to reduce expenses while maintaining their
quality of life standard. Think of the tiny house craze which has taken place over the last decade, this is just
one example of people trying stay ahead of debt while maintaining their independence. In recent years, how
many new practical and affordable motorcycles have been introduced by the major motorcycle manufactures
that could be marketed to this growing young market segment? Just because a motorcycle may not have a
flashy high output engine, or latest expensive technology doesn’t make it less fun for someone who yearns
to ride. Case in point, today I rode my single cylinder 410CC motorcycle about 85 miles west into the Rocky
Mountains via Interstate 70. Traffic was heavy as usual in the Denver corridor and the mountain passes on
this busy highway were just as steep as they always have been. My son had off from school, so he came
along for the mountain ride. He is 14 years old and weights about a 100 pounds but we both were able to
ride on my motorcycle without any complications. We made it to an old mining town and began to explore
the old rutted dirt trails and pathways that scatter the area. We spent the whole day exploring long lost
historic routes of the old west and even investigated a few old abandoned mines we found along the way.
We did this on a motorcycle that many would say was too small to carry two people and lacks enough power
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to ride on a highway. Others would say that our chosen motorbike does not have the clearance and proper
suspension to take off road but at the end of the day we did all these things without any issues or concerns
and had a blast doing it. Our chosen motorcycle is cheap to buy, easy to maintain and is simplistic in design
but there is no place that it won’t be able to go. There is something to be said about a simplistic approach
to riding that I wish the major motorcycle manufactures would better understand. We need more models
that exemplify being reliable, affordable and maintenance friendly rather then bigger, faster and expensive.
These types of affordable models will attract new riders to our sport which will keep our community young
and vigorous. These same first-time motorcycle owners will eventually be interested in more expensive
technically advanced motorcycles but first must find an affordable option now that meets their budgetary
restraints.
Of course, motorcycling is about enhanced engineering, power, speed and performance. Our two-wheel
cultural identity revolves around pushing the limits and constantly evolving our motorcycles to ride on
the very edge of our personal limitations. It is this unrelentless passion that has made our motorcycling
community so strong and vibrant. I do not wish to take away from that passion. It’s about keeping
motorcycling as an option to those who have not yet tasted the pure exuberance and joy of riding a
motorcycle for their first time. For many our sport is unobtainable because of financial constraints. Let’s give
those who may be interested in motorcycling a few more affordable, practical, reliable options and maybe
we can see a dramatic increase in first time riders that we can welcome into our two-wheeled community.

Rob Hunt has been riding since 2001 when he bought his first Yamaha for $800. He has been addicted to riding ever since. Rob currently rides a 2018 Royal Enfield Himalayan but has never met a
bike he didn’t like. Rob is married and has two teen sons and works as Unit Manager in the corporate
sector. He received his B.A. in History from Buffalo State College and loves to combine his interest in
history with his passion of riding and writing about the experiences. After college Rob volunteered for
two years with AmeriCorps National Civilian Community Corps. After a tour in Iraq with the United
States Army, Rob started writing and began scribing his own blog which primarily focused on the joy
of Riding Motorcycles. Rob has been to every state in the continental United States and his current
goal is to ride to Alaska in the next two years then go to and ride Hawaii on a motorcycle rental.
You can read his blog at https://twotiretirade.wordpress.com/
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$19.2k of $22.8k
Goal So Far!

Schedule · Sunday, Sept 15, 2019
8:30 - 10:00 AM Registration -Meet and Greet
10:00 AM Safety Briefing
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM Kickstands Up
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM Lunch, Presentation, Prizes
Join us for a scenic, police-escorted motorcycle ride
from New Hope Eagle Volunteer Fire Company on
a loop through Historic New Hopel. Local pediatric
brain tumor survivors will accompany motorcyclists on their ride. Any make or model of street
legal motorcycle is welcome, and food and entertainment are available for the entire family.
One registration per person. Registration fee includes 2019 Ride for Kids T-shirt, ride pin, light
breakfast and lunch at event. Online registration
will close the Friday before the event at noon local
time.

The Event Location is at the New Hope
Eagle Volunteer Fire Company, 46 N
Sugan Rd, New Hope, Pa 18938
Contact Phillip or Sheila
(610) 583-1600
Sheila says “We will have Dinky’s Ice
Cream, a 1960 HD Converted to a
peanut roaster, a face painter, Captain
America will be in attendance, and we
have the 9-11 trike coming and more
is being added. What we really need
are connections to side cars for the six
stars (child patients) we will have in
attendance, and a slingshot for our 21
year old star.”
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GEOF UYEHARA
Riding The Wave

I’m stuck in my Honda rut. My choices for cycles when I was
young was limited and so I’m stuck in the truth of my early riding
experience as many of us are. Since I started writing and looking
for stories to write I’ve opened my eyes and ears to lots of other types of life styles. Riding is of
course a life style. Like a verb it’s an action that takes place.
Choices are available for almost everybody. The Harley group might have started from a family
history tradition of American iron. Other folks who did not have somebody else in the family that rode
could have another path. American riders of course can have lots of alternate routes too. Boss Hoss or
Indian and AJS bikes are alternates, Confederate is another brand. Perhaps another custom S&S might
be the trick or some kind of an American or Italian electric screamer for others.
We can all get into a groove that keeps us from seeing the other side of the cycle. One side has
the kick start and the other the gear shifter. Sometimes it’s the other way around, both or not at all.
People have lots of ideas on how things should work but the deal is that they all get us to where we
want to go (most of the time).
I’ve never ridden a Ducati or a Harley or a Brough Superior. I would like to, but sometimes
the options are limited. I’ve always been a Honda rider and have had the opportunity to compare and
contrast my Honda experience through friends loaning me their extra BMW or Yamaha motorcycles.
I’ve loaned my cycle out and once had to say out loud as my buddy raced away, that the old drum
brakes are just so good at stopping a speedy guy.
Perhaps I’ll get to ride a Husqvarna vee twin some time or an RC30 but until then I’ll have to
settle for meeting up with folks with contrasting experiences and have to rely on them for wild exotic
stories of truth and fiction. Lots of folks fall into my category of never going outside their sphere of
experience. It’s hard to break out and to try new things and meet people from other circles, but the
encounters can be worthwhile.
After finding yourself in a group of unfamiliar riders or encountering a new bunch, (Yankees
fans on bikes or fifty whizzers or Cushmans) the experience of learning about their culture can begin,
if one is interested. Being In the midst of a dedicated group of enthusiasts and trying to start up a
conversation can be an eye opener and present new challenges. All the fast bikers want all the slow
folks to get out of the way. The electric riders say, you guys with no mufflers pipe down, on and on.
Smokers and non smokers. It’s a big challenge. What’s the first step?
Join the club? Ask what the group’s code is? “Must have a code that u can live by” as the song
says. Compare it to yours and find a link. Hopefully there will be a link. Glide with that and see what
turns up. Each new comparison and open conversation will make the experience great. Once you
have shown up, the differences and similarities will become apparent. I am at a disadvantage because
my unfamiliarity with Suzuki jargon, Harley slang, Ducati insider stories can create tension. Crossing
over to understanding those secrets is a challenge, but is not insurmountable. Learning new cues and
angles will lead to learning another language. The language of having the gear shift on the other side
or favoring two strokes over electric or a two seventy crank vs. drive shaft hesitation and lift.
Be prepared to be pointed at, hissed at maybe and be called out of touch. Find something none
threatening to talk about. Mufflers, tank badges, or leather. Ask what makes the bikes or ride special.
Is it just the ride? What else makes the group stay together. Maybe they will ask you about your code.
- Continued on page 31 -
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Hermy’s Bmw / Triumph
All In The Family
Hermy’s BMW/Triumph, in Port Clinton, PA, Customer Appreciation Days are a favorite of area and regional
riders. They’re not only a chance to chow down on some fine fixins’ and chug some Pennsylvania Dutch birch beer,
they’re also an opportunity to meet some very interesting fellow motorcyclists and sample some of Pennsylvania’s more
scenic two-lane roads. At last year’s fall event, there were about a hundred bikes showing tags from Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, New York, Maryland, and Delaware. And it wasn’t just BMWs and Triumphs. BSAs, Nortons, pre-Hinckley
Triumphs, Ducatis, Moto Guzzis, Hondas, Yamahas, Suzukis, and Kawasakis
showed up too. Sometimes there’s a Laverda or two just to have some exotica.
Upstairs in the new Triumph showroom, attendees supped on pulled pork
sandwiches, baked beans, and coleslaw washed down with amber birch beer. There
wasn’t an open seat in the house. Lining the walls were some of Hermy’s classic
and antique bikes including an autographed 1971 Penton 125, a 1978 BMW
R100RS Motosport, a Moto Morini 125, a couple of Bonneville 750s, an OHC
Triumph Trident, a BSA GS, a Yankee 500cc Enduro, and the once ubiquitous,
but now rare, Triumph 650 chopper with a unique, hand-crafted, two-into-one
crossover exhaust system. It seems Hermy didn’t discriminate. He liked them all.
Hermys’ is more than just a dealership. For riders that never miss a Hermy’s event, it’s a way of life. Here’s how
it all got started.
Mention Herman Baver in motorcycle circles and you will most likely receive puzzled looks but mention
Hermy’s BMW and you’ll receive a thumbs-up every time. Herman “Hermy” Baver started selling Triumphs from
a very unlikely place, Port Clinton, Pennsylvania, in 1963. Later, in 1975, when Triumph “got all messed up”, he
acquired the BMW franchise and through the ups and downs of both motorcycle companies, Hermy’s has not only
persevered, but thrived. What does Hermy, Sr. think of witnessing the rise, fall, and rise again of both BMW and
Triumph? “It’s great”, is how he describes it.
Today, Hermy’s is one of the top BMW and Triumph dealers in the United States and that momentum shows no
signs of slowing down. The Bavers don’t just sell motorcycles, they literally live them, residing above the shop since
Hermy, Sr. started the business.
Along the way, Hermy’s carried the torch for Moto Morini and MuZ and imported
European brands like Tomaselli, Dell Orto, and parts for old British bikes through his ongoing
Herndan Corporation. In 1997 he stepped back from the day to day at the shop and turned
the reins over to his son, Herman Baver, Jr. - a.k.a. Hermy Jr. From a once a year customer
appreciation day started by Hermy Sr, Hermy’s now host events year ‘round with customer
appreciation days in the spring, summer and fall, guest speakers and themed seminars including
adventure riders, women riders, and technical clinics. To what do the Bavers credit their
success? “Our customers and our employees, some of whom have been with us for over twenty
years”, says Hermy, Jr.
In 2016, Hermy’s added a 9000 square-foot showroom dedicated to Triumph because,
“We just ran out of room for all the bikes”. It has more than doubled their showroom space.
The new showroom accommodates new bike assembly on the ground floor, a Triumph showroom on the second floor,
and an open floor plan on the third floor for events. It’s one of the few, if only, motorcycle dealerships with an elevator.
The third floor also houses the vintage bike display that is stocked with a dozen or so blasts from the past courtesy of
Hermy, Sr.’s private collection of over 100 bikes spanning his seven decades of motorcycle dealership, including a very
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rare in the States, Triumph bicycle.
When asked who he would like to thank the most, Hermy, Jr. doesn’t hesitate to say, “My wife, Kris. She had
other plans for her career, but when I asked her to help out at the shop she said ‘yes’”. He’s also quick to point out both
his son and daughter work at Hermy’s and he’s hoping for a fourth generation at the shop. His son started in the service
department just like he did five decades ago, and he credits his technical knowledge of the bikes for many motorcycle
sales. “We’ve always emphasized customer service and our dedication to the sport and desire to just get people riding
motorcycles”, Hermy, Jr. adds.
What does the future hold for Hermy’s? “I’m excited about the electric scooters and motorcycles BMW is
coming out with and of course we plan to keep doing what we’ve been doing”, says Hermy, Jr.
Wise words. You can’t argue with success. Hermy’s is located at 69 Center Turnpike (PA Route 61), Port
Clinton, Pennsylvania 19549 just a few miles north of Cabala’s and the PA Route 61 intersection with I-78. Their
website is www.hermys.com.
Robert H. Miller										
bob@backroadbob.com								
www.backroadbob.com
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THE WRITE GRIP

Remember Super Bowl XXVIII?

By Stevie Lynne
Does anyone remember Super Bowl XXXVIII? Not so much the game itself,
I don’t remember who won or even who played for that matter. Oh- but I do remember the end of
the performance from Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake at halftime. My friend and I were left
squinting at each other, wondering if we’d seen what we thought we saw. We had…it was a flash of
boob. Not only did that little peek at a chunk of fatty tissue cause a lot of controversy, the incident
eventually led to the development of the term “wardrobe malfunction”. I guess it’s the politically
correct way to say that without meaning to, you had your privates flopping around in plain sight of
the public.
Although wardrobe malfunctions can happen anywhere, they can obviously be an issue for
any woman choosing to ride in the wind at high speeds on a motorcycle. Especially in the summer
months when we’re not bundled head to toe in layers and leather to keep warm. In my somewhat
embarrassing case, I hadn’t thought about how a change of bike design could affect the airflow
around me enough to displace clothing. I first learned to ride on a Suzuki Savage, and when I
switched to an HD Sportster, I found the breeze coming around the windshield hit me at a totally
different angle. Instead of flipping back, my hair would fly straight up. Maybe that should have
warned me some tank tops could do the same?
Instead, I learned my lesson on Route 33 near Ruckersville, Virginia one beautiful day. No
particular place to go, just riding a loop before heading to work that afternoon. I was comfortable in a
previously well-behaved tank top, and a hoodie zipped at my waist. That way the sweatshirt wouldn’t
flap up in the air and stream behind me like a cape, while also keeping any lingering late-morning
chill off my arms. Heading north on 29, I had to stop at a red-light before turning east at 33 toward
Barboursville. A couple of dump trucks coming from the other direction had the right-of-way. They
turned left in front of me, each driver giving me a huge smile and friendly wave.
I made the turn and as I followed them, I wondered if they waved because they rode too and were
wishing they were on their bikes instead of working. Then I wondered where the next passing lane
was because they were going so slow. Then I realized they were either losing some gravel out of the
trucks or kicking it up off the road on me. I could hear occasional pings against my bike windshield
and tank, so I wondered if it would scratch the paint. THAT’S when I finally looked down. To my relief
the bike was fine, but um, hellooo-oo BOOBIES!! I did have a bra on at least, but STILL! Not exactly
a full-coverage style. With the hoodie on and only zipped at the very bottom, the material flapping
around my sides led me to believe nothing was wrong.
In actuality, my tank top had been blown up and was now scrunched under my chin like some sort
of scarf. This left plenty of room to fall out of the open front. Red-faced and swerving, I clawed at the
shirt to yank it back down as I pulled over and zipped the hoodie up to my chin. On rides afterward,
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- CONTINUED friends I shared the story with couldn’t resist teasing and asking if I was “doing a boob check” when
they caught me tucking my head and looking down to make sure everything was in place. Consider
this your friendly reminder to get another type of boob check.
October, aka Breast Cancer Awareness Month, is on the way. It’s a good time to make sure
your yearly breast exams and screenings are up to date. And if you find yourself with a wardrobe
malfunction on the road, try not to let it bother you too much. In the grand scheme of things there
are more important things to worry about. I’m just glad mine didn’t happen in front of a Superbowlsized audience to prompt a whole new word for flashing!
Stevie
Stevie rides a Heritage Softail, is an ABATE member, and resides in the Capital Region of Maryland.
Originally from Virginia, and after living in Pennsylvania for a time, she loves exploring the roads of
the Mid-Atlantic and beyond on the Heritage. Stevie was an on-air radio personality for over twenty-five years, and is happy to be sharing tales as a part of the Motorcycle Times family.
Stevie Lynne receives comments at thewritegrip2017@gmail.com if you enjoyed her column please
send her an email.

Riding The Wave - Continued From Page 27
The riders from the other groups can be as inquisitive as you and often both groups can learn from
each other. Being quiet can also work.
Once rapport has been established the party can begin. Using and getting beyond the wave
is a conundrum that all groups have to experience. The groups can ride on together or separately,
it’s of course their choice. Rides to Glacier National Park or to the Florida Keys present lots of
opportunities for groups to ride together. A buddy of mine rode his Yamaha 500 out west with Virginia
plates and had a blast and met tonnes of people. Other bikers gave him his due and everybody kept on
riding. You see it all the time. Big bikers checking out scooters. Lady rider’s check out classic bikes
and everybody looks out for other cyclists. It’s a positive pattern to want to be in a group and to ride
safely. I met a guy on a Harley the other day in front of an outdoor store in West Virginia and our talk
drifted into a political discourse on America, Harley and motorcycling. We went away satisfied that
we were able to look at the big picture together. The rockers and mods are great examples of groups
getting to know each other.
There are lots of other stories out there waiting to be told and future stories to be made.
Everybody has a story or two that we can listen to and learn from. There are ways to overcome
differences and ride the wave.
Geoff.
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REFLECTIONS
Smoke And Mirrors
By Jack Applebaum

I

Oddly, as a slight of hand artist, prestidigitator, and illusionist (can I say magician?), I’ve never used smoke or mirrors to accomplish feats of magical entertainment. At least
hope it was entertaining. Conversely, as a biker, I often use
these elements when I ride.

Certainly, I use my mirrors for safety, to see where I’ve
been and what I’ve passed, and to see how cool I look on my bike (but you’ve heard that one). But
use smoke? Most of the time, my exhaust is invisible, but you can still smell it. There does seem to
be something about the fragrance of an idling motorcycle. However, I’m not recommending that you
go around sniffing motorcycle pipes. There’s a host of interesting carbon-based products that come
out of the back end of a bike that won’t be good for you in quantity. Still, when we ride, we inevitably
leave something behind - a bit of noise, a bit of smoke, and often a smile from a bystander. And, we
have the ability to look back to see the results.
The Bible describes the “prayers of the saints” as “incense” kept in Heaven in golden bowls
(Revelation 5:8). Incense is smoke that is valued. Our prayers become something in Heaven of value.
Our efforts as we ride with others, pray with them, and present Jesus Christ with His offer of forgiveness and salvation have tremendous value. Jesus said that a single soul is more valuable than all the
world (Mark 8:36-37).
We also have the capacity to reflect on where we’ve been. As we ride, we can’t dwell for very
long on what’s in the mirror. If the bike’s making noise, smoke, and moving forward, we’d better focus
the majority of our time and attention on where we’re headed. The past can teach, but it is still the
past. Once the lesson is learned, use it, and move on.
Ever since Y2K, in relatively even spaced intervals to now, we have been faced with an array of
challenges and personal losses that seemed a bit more intense than the previous decades. Still, I have
seen the prayers of the faithful significantly help us to get down this road from the end of the 20th
Century. For the time that we have before us, for those who have yet to meet Jesus Christ, keep making a bit of noise and smoke with your prayers. And, check your mirrors for answered prayer. You’ll
see it.
http://www.cmausa.org/
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BACKFIRE

Snippets of motorcycling lore
Urban legends often dwell in motorcycling lore. Some have been around for
years and have been retold in many versions. Some are even claimed to be true
stories, like this one which comes to mind on warm summer days:
Out for an early morning ride, on a seldom traveled back country road, a
motorcyclist comes upon a hitchhiker. And this hitchhiker is no ordinary one
with a thumb out by the side of the road. This one is a beautiful naked woman
waving frantically, and needlessly, to attract his attention. Of course, he stops.
She tells him she was sleeping in a camping trailer towed by her husband in
their pickup truck. When he stopped, she woke up thinking they had reached
their destination. Looking out the window she saw a quiet, deserted, wooded
area which fit the description of the isolated spot where they planned to camp.
As it was a warm day and no one was around, she decided to surprise her
husband in her ‘birthday suit’ and stepped out of the trailer. Just then she heard
a door slam. The truck and trailer lurched forward and started rolling down
the road. By the time she realized she’s being left behind, standing naked by
the road, it was too late. He did not hear her yelling and screaming as he drove
away. He had only stopped to relieve himself. The motorcyclist was the first
one to come along.
So, of course, they both get on his bike and give chase. When they catch up
and pull alongside the pickup truck, her husband is astounded to see his wife
waving madly to him while riding naked on the back of a motorcycle. True
story? You bet. (Al Karasa)
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Harley-Davidson Certified Technician

2934 Ocean Gateway (Rt. 50), Cambridge, MD 21613

Parts
Service
Repair
Customization
www.karmacycles.bike
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